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Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Yoel Smus on the birth of their

daughter, Noa.

Kiddush
The Shabbos Mevorchin Kiddush takes place this Shabbos

after Davenning. As yet we have no sponsor so if you are

interested in sponsoring the Kiddush, please contact Dov or

Chizky.

Continuing in the same vein, there are still plenty of weeks

available for sponsorship of Kiddushim or Seuda Shlishis. We

ask members to come forward to sponsor these events to

ensure that such Kehilla events can continue.

Winter Shiurim Schedule
Last week, Dr Bernstein masterfully distilled 30 years of

teaching experience into 10 excellent tips.  Building &

maintaining a child’s self esteem, being supportive of

teachers & the school and thinking before acting were key

themes.

The first of two interactive sessions starts Sunday at 9.15pm.

All are welcome to attend.

Candle Lighting and Shabbos 4.06pm

Part 1 - Every Moment Counts Charles Bursk

“And these were the years of Sarah, one hundred years, and

twenty years, and seven years; the years of Sarah's life (Bereshis

23:1)

The Midrash (Bereshis Rabbah 58:3) relates that R' Akiva was once

giving a lecture to his students when he noticed that they were

looking a bit drowsy so in order to rouse them he asked: “Why did

Esther merit to rule over 127 provinces (as the queen of

Achashveirosh)? It was because Hashem declared: 'Let the

daughter of Sarah, who lived for 127 years, come and reign over

127 provinces.' ”

Chidushei HaRim suggests that R' Akiva wished to impress the

importance of every minute and the obligation to use one's time

to its greatest advantage. As all 127 years of Sarah's life were

perfect and sin free her descendant Esther reigned over the full

127 provinces. If each year corresponded to a province then

each month might be a city, each week a town, each day a village,

each hour another family. Had Sarah wasted any of her time then

Esther's kingdom would not have been complete, but Sarah

wasted no time; thus, Esther ruled supreme over all 127

provinces.

The Week Ahead
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 4.11pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am
y"w onf seq 9.38am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 3.55pm (Mincha 4.00pm)

Chidushei HaRim notes further that every second of one's life has a

purpose. In this vein, he explains Hillel's famous dictum: “If not now,

when?”(Avos 1:14). Simply understood, the Mishnah is warning

that time is not forever. No man knows how long he will live, or

whether he will be granted the time to perform any good work

that he seeks to push off for another time. But Chidushei HaRim sees

a deeper meaning, he explains that every NOW, i.e. every point in

time, has a particular purpose and destiny for every human being.

Hashem intends for each person to be doing a specific thing at any

given time. For some it is learning Torah, for others performing a

mitzvah or eating, sleeping or earning a livelihood. Whatever it may

be that the person should be doing he is obligated at that point in

time to be doing that thing and it cannot be postponed to another

time because that time has an obligation of its own.

Each moment only comes once and there is only one chance to

utilise that moment so Chidushei HaRim is saying that Hillel means

that if not now then NEVER because if one doesn't fulfill the

obligation of THIS NOW then it will be lost forever.

Part 2 – A much deeper look

Kabbalah teaches us that all matter in the universe serves as an

outer shell for an inner spiritual essence and that essence is known

to us a “soul”. This “soul” is what holds together the different

particles of matter and makes physical existence possible. All

matter including living animals, plants and inanimate objects have

this “soul”, the only difference between them is in the level of the

soul. R'Chayim Vital says in Etz Chayim “The soul of inanimate

objects, such as metals, stones etc… is called the nefesh (the

animating soul), which connects [the pieces], and allows them to

exist without modification of their original form, because this soul

has but one power.”
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Mincha & Maariv All Week 4.05pm (Late Maariv @ 8.00pm)

6.45am / 7.10amMonday

6.45am / 7.20amTuesday / Wednesday / Friday

Motzei Shabbos 5.13pm

Mincha Followed by Seuda Shlishis 3.53pm

Sunday 7.15am / 8.20am

Rov’s Mishnayos Shuir 3.23pm

Mincha 1st Minyan 1.30pm

Ovos uBonim 6.13pm

dxy iig zyxt zay elqk oikxan zay

6.30am / 7.00amThursday yceg y`x
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A few facts that we were taught in physics:

• Atoms are composed of a nucleus, which contains neutrons

and protons and this nucleus is orbited by electrons.

• All matter is comprised of innumerable, very densely packed

atoms giving it a sense of solidity.

• The relative distance between the nucleus and the orbiting

electrons is comparable to the distance between the Earth and

the Sun.

This means that all matter is composed primarily of empty space

and it is only the endless movement of the electrons at a very high

speed that creates the impression of a solid reality, when in

actuality this is nothing more than an optical illusion. Therefore

should the source for the energy of these electrons cease the

whole universe would vanish.

What, you may ask is the relevance of this information to my D'var

Torah? Says Rabbi Chayim of Volozhin in Nefesh HaChayim that the

tools Hashem created the world with was the Aleph Beis and

more specifically the 4 letters of the Tetragrammaton (Yud and Hey

and Vov and Hey) and by rearranging these four letters and

substituting alternative vowels, 1080 different permutations can

be formed. One Halachic hour is divided into 1080 parts

(halaqim).

When Hashem created the world with these letters He left it up to

man to activate them. How can man activate them…. by Davening,

doing Mitzvahs, learning Torah etc. Each moment in time has a

corresponding action that should be done at that time and it is that

action that activates the letters of creation which in turn gives the

spiritual energy or the “soul” to the physical matter with which our

world is composed. This then also makes sense of the idea that

should there be no Torah learning in the world for just 1 moment,

the world would cease to exist and it is also why every moment

counts.

A Heart Homeward Bound Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

Avraham expired and died in a good old age, old and satisfied,

and he was gathered to his people. (Breishis 25:8)

Here we discover a fascinating set of facts that are not nearly as

morbid as one might think at first glance. There three ways or better

yet three stages to what we call dying. Imagine a car driving on the

highway. The car breaks down. Then the driver gets out of the car.

Then he gets a hitch a ride home.

These are the three steps mentioned explicitly in the verse.

“Avraham expired”, that is his body ceased functioning. He “died”

means that his body and soul separated. The word, “vayamas” (he

died) may have its etymological roots in the word “yamoosh”

which menas “removed”. The soul is effectively removed from its

identification with the body. Then “he was gathered up to his

people” which tells us that he entered into Olam Haba-the world

to come!

The big question that the Chovos HaLevavos struggles with is,

“Why does the Torah not tell us more about Olam Haba?” Wouldn’t

that be a fascinating topic!? Amongst the many answers offered in

the Gate of Trust is that Olam Haba is not an absolute guarantee

based upon the specific performance of a certain number of

Mitzvos! It’s not a business deal- a quid pro quo! No, it’s a

relationship! How is the relationship measured?

A relatively newly married man struggling with Shalom Bais

(peace in the home) approached his Rabbi for some advice.

The Rabbi asked him if he had ever gotten his wife a bouquet

of flowers on Erev Shabbos! He looked at the Rabbi curiously

and admitted that he had not.

Then the Rabbi uncorked the first new big idea. “Make sure to

get your wife fresh flowers every Erev Shabbos!” “That’s it!”

queried the newly wed. “No!” the Rabbi insisted. “You must

write personal note and or tell her something nice and

flattering!” The poor young man looked at the Rabbi with

bewilderment. “I have no idea what to say or recite!” The

Rabbi then offered some nice not entirely cliché phrases that

just might reach the desired mark. “Why am I the luckiest man

on the face of the earth!?” “You are wonderful!”

Dutifully the student scouted out and selected an elegant

bouquet prior to Shabbos and he chose a choice phrase that

pays to recite at the appropriate moment. The moment

arrived when he approached his wife on the eve of the Holy

Shabbos and he presented the flowers. Her heart practically

melted with joy and then she looked at as if right on cue and

waited for him to say something, just as the Rabbi had

predicted. He looked squarely in her direction and told her

the following, “The Rabbi said I should say you are

wonderful!”

Her smile collapsed into a sudden frown and he was almost

back in the doghouse as before, but he did merit with the

flowers a nice Shabbos dinner. Thinking about the words we

pray momentarily before we say them may just add jet fuel of

intentionality. Instead of saying, “The Men of the Great Assembly

said I should say…”

The Chovos HaLevavos explains that Olam Haba is based on

heart. The intoxicating flavor of this world is gifted for the external

aspects of the Mitzvos but Olam Haba is hinging very much on the

longing of a heart homeward bound!


